BACKGROUND
OF SAMM-IWT

London Conference on Illegal
Wildlife Trade
▪ The Meetings adopted the London Declaration on
the Illegal Wildlife Trade.
▪ Thailand also informed the meeting to host the
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Illegal Wildlife Trade
in 2019.

LONDON CONFERENCE
11-12 October 2018,
London, United Kingdom

The Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment on behalf of Royal Thai Government
hosted the Special ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on
Illegal Wildlife Trade (SAMM-IWT) on 21 – 22
March 2019 in Chiang Mai, Thailand.

CHAIR OF ASEAN
Thailand is the chair of ASEAN for 2019
and the theme of its ASEAN Chairmanship is
“Advancing Partnership for
Sustainability”

The objectives of the meeting are to strengthen
regional cooperation in addressing the illegal
wildlife trade, to provide a venue for sharing
information, knowledge, and good practices on
illegal wildlife trade and to discuss a substantial
ASEAN Member States goal post of strengthened
cooperation in addressing illegal wildlife trade.

Outcomes of
Special AWG-CITES and WE
▪ DISSUSSED the concept note on the Special
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Illegal Wildlife
Trade, will be held on 21-22 March 2019
▪ SUPPORTED the initiative led by Thailand to
organize Special ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on
Illegal Wildlife Trade.

SPECIAL AWG-CITES AND WE
25 January 2019,
Bangkok, Thailand

Special ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting on Illegal Wildlife Trade
▪ Date: 21-22 March 2019
▪ Venue: Holiday Inn Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai and
National Elephant Institute, Lampang.

SAMM-IWT
21-22 March 2019,
Chiang Mai, Thailand

▪ Participants:
• ASEAN Ministers Responsible for CITES and
Wildlife Enforcement
• Secretary General of ASEAN
• High-level representatives from partner countries,
IGOs and NGOs (EU, UK, US, CITES, UNDP,
UNODC, INTERPOL and IUCN)
▪ Programme of Activities:
• Plenary (Closed and Expanded Session)
• Side events
• Exhibitions
• Partners Dialogue on Illegal Wildlife Trade
• Bilateral Meetings

• Excursion

H.E.Gen. Surasak Kanjanarat,
Minister of Natural Resources and Environment

H.E. Dato’ Paduka Lim Jock Hoi,
Secretary-General of ASEAN

Ms. Ivonne Higuero,
Secretary-General of CITES

▪ NOTED and UPDATED that Thailand’s effort to address wildlife enforcement capacity within the country and
Thailand’s commitment to support collaborations between fellow AMS and international partners, which
Thailand has highlighted the necessities of enhancing from its current state of engagements in order to
ensure widespread influence and outreach to regions under ASEAN with the assistance of the ASEAN
Secretariat.

▪ ADOPTED the “Chiang Mai Statement of ASEAN Ministers Responsible for CITES and Wildlife
Enforcement on Illegal Wildlife Trade”

4 main topics
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of the Chiang Mai Statement of ASEAN
Ministers Responsible for CITES and
Wildlife Enforcement on Illegal Wildlife
Trade.

Global and Regional Wildlife Trade Policy
We reaffirm our commitment to the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Goal.15 Targets 15.7, and to quote “Take urgent action to end poaching and trafficking of protected species
of flora and fauna and address both demand and supply of illegal wildlife products”. We likewise reaffirm
our commitment in 15.c of the said agenda and to quote “Enhance global support for efforts to combat
poaching and trafficking of protected species, including by increasing the capacity of local communities
to pursue sustainable livelihood opportunities”.
We recognize the important role of international agreements, in particular the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) that stand at the intersection between conservation and
sustainable use of wild animals and plants.
We are committed to ensure the successful implementation of the Plan of Action for ASEAN Cooperation on
CITES and Wildlife Enforcement, 2016-2020. We also noted the progress of SOMTC Working Group on Illegal
Timber and Wildlife Trafficking towards better coordination of wildlife crime information sharing and investigation.

Demand Reduction
We acknowledged the collaborative efforts to reduce demand for illegal wildlife products being given importance
among ASEAN Member States and the increase in scale of existing events such as World Wildlife Day.
We look forward to enhance our communication, education and public awareness program to promote greater
awareness and legal literacy among local communities whose livelihoods are dependent on the goods and
services provided by wildlife.
We acknowledge that domestic wildlife markets need to be regulated and enforced thoroughly to prevent over
exploitation and ensure the sustainable population of endangered species.
We recognize the importance and needs for research to understand market drivers and specific species and/or
products, which are undertaking that would require for greater investment in tools, data analysis and funding.

Law Enforcement
We reaffirm our commitment to strengthen regional actions to tackle the illicit financial flow associated with illegal
wildlife trade in accordance with domestic law and international agreement to combat corruption and
money-laundering activities
We will enhance related domestic legislations to give deterrence effect to wildlife offences and strengthen our
enforcement efforts in fighting against these transnational organized crimes.
We are committed to combat illegal wildlife trade in the region by ensuring continued efforts and perseverance
through the region’s knowledge sharing, cross-border coordination, regulations and enforcement network.
We recognize the importance of continuous capacity building for better wildlife management and enforcement. In
this regard, we welcome collaboration with other partners to strengthen our efforts in tackling the illegal wildlife
trade such as establishing enforcement coordination mechanisms, closing domestic wildlife markets where they
contribute to poaching and the illegal trade, providing equipment and training and joint international enforcement
operations.
We welcome the development of the ASEAN Guidelines for Detecting and Preventing Wildlife Trafficking,
including ASEAN wildlife crime database to develop effective regional mechanisms on detecting and preventing
wildlife trafficking and enhance collaboration among relevant enforcement officers in dealing with wildlife
enforcement issues.

Wildlife Cybercrime
We acknowledge the contribution by governments in fighting against wildlife cybercrime by allocating
enforcement resources to identify and prosecute wildlife cybercriminals, and for online marketplaces and social
media platforms to join the Global Coalition to End Wildlife Trafficking Online and ensure wildlife traffickers do not
utilize their sites.
We welcome the increased recognition of wildlife cybercrime through CITES with the adoption of a strong
Resolution and Decision on wildlife cybercrime alongside the creation of an International Wildlife Cybercrime
Working Group, and encourage ASEAN Member States to create or enhance national level specialized task force
to monitor the online illegal wildlife trade.

PARTNERS
DIALOGUE

▪ NOTED the roles and collaboration of the dialogue partners which including the EU, US, UK, CITES,
INTERPOL, UNODC, UNDP, ASEAN Center of Biodiversity and NGOs on combating illegal wildlife trade and
appreciate their continued commitments to support ASEAN Collaboration.

▪ INFORMED the outcome of Partners Dialogue on Illegal Wildlife Trade held on 21 March 2019 in
conjunction with the SAMM-IWT, which highlighted the need to support efforts in improving coordination
among sectoral bodies and inter-agencies, regional plan of action/strategy to strengthen wildlife enforcement,
country initiatives, and engaging China to discuss the illegal wildlife trade.

Partners Dialogue composed of:
▪ Partners Dialogue on Illegal Wildlife Trade
▪ Panel Discussion on Evidence-based Approaches,
Technology and Innovations: Smarter Solution to
Address Illegal Wildlife Trade.

Recommendations from Partners
Dialogue on Illegal Wildlife Trade:
▪ Partners would like to ensure their support is
coordinated and delivered efficiently, and would
therefore benefit from some sort of “AMS Dashboard”
that reflects specific need under the AMS general
priorities to reduce IWT.
▪ Partners respect and support country-driven plan and
needs, which are well articulated in Official National
Plan.

▪ Partners would benefit from a specific road map with
country and regional goal and indicators, which are
updated and shared within AMS and with partners
▪ The partners have existing IWT related programs that
countries can engage with, I.e, GEF, ICCWC Need
Assessment Toolkit managed by the CITES Secretariat.
Some program from EU and USAID are active in the
region
▪ Partners appreciate the firm commitment of ASEAN
Minister on IWT and hope to see in translate into official
policy that makes IWT an official national priority to
address
▪ Partners suggested that AMS utilize its good

1. Thailand have been informing the outcome documents of the SAMM-IWT to the ASEAN summit and
relevant ASEAN sectoral bodies as the table below:
34th ASEAN Summit,
23 June 2019, Bangkok, Thailand

ASEAN Summit
41st ASEAN Ministers on
Agriculture and Forestry
(AMAF)

13th ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting on Transnational
Crime (AMMTC)

15th ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting on the
Environment
(AMME)

Senior Officials
Level

22nd ASEAN Senior
Officials on Forestry
(ASOF)
15-20 July 2019,
Makati, Philippines

19th ASEAN Senior Officials
Meting on Transnational
Crime (SOMTC)
23-26 July 2019,
Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar

30th Meeting of ASEAN
Senior Officials on the
Environment (ASOEN)
10-11 July 2019,
Bangkok, Thailand

Working Group
Level

5th ASEAN Working
Group on CITES and
Wildlife Enforcement
(AWG-CITES AND WE)
2-4 April 2019,
Sandakan, Sabah,
Malaysia

2nd ASEAN SOMTC Working
Group on Illicit Trafficking
of Wildlife and Timber
(SOMTC WG-ITWT)
25-26 April 2019,
Bangkok, Thailand

-

Ministerial
Level

Chairman’s Statement of the 34th ASEAN Summit related to SAMM-IWT:
“28. We also commended the initiative of the Special ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Illegal Wildlife
Trade (SAMM-IWT) which aimed to enhance regional efforts to reduce demand for IW products,
strengthen law enforcement, and encourage ASEAN Member States to monitor the online IW.”

2. Thailand informed the outcome documents of the SAMM-IWT to the CITES COP18 Meeting that was held
on 17-28 August 2019 in Geneva, Switzerland, as a downloadable information document for participants.
Thailand also presented the Chiang Mai Statement for the Meeting during the plenary session under the
Agenda 32: Law Enforcement Matter.

WAY FORWARD
AND NEXT STEP

Way Forward and
Next Step

• The ASEAN Guidelines for
Detecting and Preventing
Wildlife Trafficking
• Working in collaboration with
AMS, other regions and key
partners
• Wider perspective of law
enforcement
• Working closer to Financial
Intelligence Unit
• Demand reduction
• Wildlife cybercrime
• Pressure from pet trade
• Rural communities and
livelihood

Thailand, as lead country of AWG-CITES and WE will be host a regional workshop to review the Plan of Action
(POA) on ASEAN Cooperation on CITES and Wildlife Enforcement (2016-2020) and develop the new POA
2021-2025 in January-February 2020 in Bangkok, Thailand. The new regional plan of action for ASEAN
Cooperation in forestry to be developed based on the current POA and elaborate activities that the Chiang
Mai Statement of SAMM-IWT underlined, related to the demand reduction, enhance database on wildlife
trade, and addressing wildlife cybercrime.

THANK YOU
Klairoong Poonpon
Forestry Technical Officer,
Senior Professional Level
+66 2561 0777 Ext. 1250
citesthailand@yahoo.com
pklairoong@gmail.com

